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Jonathan has practiced in the City for close to 30 years and has
a wealth of experience in the insurance industry and has a
number of reported cases that demonstrate his abilities as a
leader in the areas of dispute resolution, insurance, marine,
aviation, general commercial matters and social media.
Jonathan regularly presents seminars and lectures to the
public insurers banks and other lawyers, on a range of topics,
including social media
He has also conducted a number of Arbitrations, before both
the LMAA and ICC and dealt with boundary disputes, defended
planning applications, and property transfers after matrimonial
issues

Tel: 0207 167 6602
Email: jonsharp@silverllp.com

COVID 19 & The Insurers Response
Caveats
1. This seminar addresses insurance issues generally
- everyone’s policy will differ, more about that
later
2. It is as accurate as it can be given the rapidly
changing situation
3. Cannot address specific situations – speak to your
Broker, Lawyer or other adviser

COVID 19 & The Insurers Response
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Act of God
General information about the virus
Office policies
Force Majeure
Frustration
Insurance market approach
Mitigation
Travel insurance

Act Of God
1. This virus outbreak is not an ‘Act of God’
2. The possible causes:
a) Consumption of animals outside the food chain
b) Conspiracy theory

Act Of God
3.

Current law is set out in the Decision of Lord Hobson in
Transco Plc v Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council it’s
reported at 2003 UK HL 61

4.

Lord Hobson described an Act of God as an event which:
a. Involves no human agency
b. Is not realistically possible to guard against
c. Is due directly and exclusively to natural causes and;
d. Could not have been prevented by any amount of
foresight, plans and care

What’s Known About The Virus?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very little
Heat
Alcohol
Measures
Consistent Government responses
•
•
•

Containment
Delay
Mitigation (cure)

Insurance Policies Generally
• Cover Note
• Policy Wording

Example Of Cover Note
Open
Attachment 1 –
Policy Schedule

Example Of Policy
Open
Attachment 2 –
Policy Wording

So In Summary…
• Your cover note only identifies the main terms of your policy. It is
NOT your contract with your insurance company
• Policy wording – this IS your contract with your insurance
company and it needs careful reading by the responsible officer in
your company to ensure that it meets your company’s
requirements
• If your business changes in any way throughout the year,
including taking on new or unusual types of work, YOU need to
update your underwriters – your policy wording is a living
document

Office Policies
• Is there cover if you need to leave your offices?
• Passive cover or intervention cover
• Limits on policy and proving loss

Force Majeure
• Coronavirus is likely to cause delay to contractual obligations
• If a contract contains a Force Majeure clause, this excuses one or both parties from
performance of the contract if certain events occur
• Force Majeure has no fixed interpretation in English law, so each case will be
individually considered by the courts, unless the circumstances are specifically set
out within the Force Majeure clause
• Businesses who think they could be affected by the pandemic should check the
Force Majeure clause to see if it covers the circumstances that we find ourselves in
• When entering into new contracts, businesses should consider whether to include
Force Majeure clauses appropriate to the type of business locations in which it
operates so that reference is made specifically to pandemics and epidemics
• The Caluse should also include potential government reactions to outbreaks such as
quarantine measures in large cities and the closure of public transport, which might
prevent a company’s employees from working and thus prevent the performance of
the parties’ obligations

Frustration
• Where there is no applicable Force Majeure clause, another avenue
might be to invoke the doctrine of frustration
• A contract may be brought to an end, where something unforeseen
occurs after the formation of the contract (through no fault of either
party), that has the effect of making it commercially or physically
impossible to perform the contract
• Whilst it might be possible to argue that the pandemic has frustrated
the contract, the courts are often unwilling to find that a contract has
been frustrated
• The problem with frustration is that it terminates the contract
permanently – both parties are excused from the contract
• It would however be much better if, when drafting new contracts, that
you put in a clause which specifically refers to events such as
pandemics rather than trying to use general law principles such as the
doctrine of frustration

Insurance Market Approach
So will the insurance market come running to your aid in your hour of need?
Possibly but better work on the principle that it won’t!
So what potential cover may you have in respect of delay and cancellation of
contracts?
• Business interruption clauses
• Cover for delay in receipt of essential supplies
• Contractors All Risk Cover
• Office exclusion cover
What will assist?
The fact that coronavirus has now been declared a pandemic and a notifiable
disease

However, insurers may well argue that this outbreak is not within the
reasonable contemplation of either party when the insurance cover was
taken out and:
• are already trying to restrict the cover offered in new policies
• excluding cover in relation to viruses, pandemics, notifiable diseases in just
about every new insurance contract

Mitigation
• If you are fortunate to have policies that include some kind of cover for pandemic and
notifiable diseases, then you still have a duty to mitigate your loss
• This means that you must not just close your office and walk away, even if you have cover
for passive office. You must wait until the government says “you must close your office”
before you actually do so
• In terms of business interruption, you must still continue to operate your business to the
best of your ability. You cannot just simply say “we are covered therefore we are shutting up
shop”, that is NOT how it works. You MUST continue to operate your business to the very
best of your ability, in order to minimise the claim that you may be able to make on your
insurance policy
• Notification – you MUST inform your insurers as soon as possible that you may be making a
claim. At this stage, it is probably too early to make claims on your business interruption
policy. You will need to be able to substantiate the fact that your business has suffered loss
as a result of business interruption and you will need at least a month or two’s figures in
order to be able to clearly demonstrate that to insurers
• Lastly, you need to communicate continually with your brokers to ask them what you should
be doing in the current circumstances. Be guided/guarded by their advice as to what you
can claim for and when you should be claiming it, and when you should be notifying insurers
as to the potential for claims

Travel Insurance
• It is unlikely now that travel insurance will cover cancellation
or delays as a result of the coronavirus
• If you are fortunate to have a travel policy which you took out
before Coronavirus pandemic hit, DO NOT under any
circumstances voluntarily cancel your holiday, flights etc.
Wait until the airline has cancelled your flight and wait until
the government advice from the FCO recommending not
travelling to your particular destination
• DO NOT do anything voluntarily – because they will say that
it was your decision to cancel and not something you were
forced to do by the United Kingdom government, in
particular the Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Further Developments
1) The Governments Further Response
2) The Chairman Of Lloyds
3) The FCA / Financial Ombudsman
4) The Thoughts Of Barristers

CONCLUSION

QUESTIONS?

jonsharp@silverllp.com

Looking For More Information?
Procurement & Tendering
Wednesday 20th May, 9am
Effective Delay Analysis: The Tools & Techniques
Wednesday 20th May, 5pm
Insolvency & Cash Flow
Wednesday 27th May, 9am
Compensation Events
Wednesday 27th May, 5pm
To book a place / places please email Julie at
seminars@silverllp.com

What The Property Team Does &
What We Can Do To Help You!
• Development agreements – conditional contracts and pre-let agreements
• Financing for the purchase and building works and the re-financing including short
term bridging finance
• Site acquisition and sale (from plan or as-built)
• Review of Section 106 Agreements and other planning documents
• Option agreements
• Joint ventures for finance and development
• Land promotion and other acquisition schemes
• Residential and mixed use development and plot sales/off plan purchases for high
net worth clients
• Leases and the management work of commercial and residential portfolios
• Servicing the needs of commercial occupiers of offices, showrooms, warehouses
and ‘sheds’
Contact: Michael Shapiro on michaelshapiro@silverllp.com
Tel: 0207 167 6602

HELPLINE
CALL US ON
0207 167 6602

